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Abstract

Log files are the primary source of recording users, applications and protocols, activities in the cloud

ecosystem. Cloud forensic investigators can use log evidence to ascertain when, why and how a cyber

adversary or an insider compromised a system by establishing the crime scene and reconstructing

how the incident occurred. However, digital evidence acquisition in a cloud ecosystem is complicated

and proven difficult, even with modern forensic acquisition toolkits. The multi-tenancy, Geo-location

and Service-Level Agreement have added another layer of complexity in acquiring digital log evidence

from a cloud ecosystem. In order to mitigate these complexities of evidence acquisition in the cloud

ecosystem, we need a framework that can forensically maintain the trustworthiness and integrity

of log evidence. In this paper, we design and implement a Blockchain Cloud Forensic Logging

(BCFL) framework, with a Design Science Research Methodological approach. BCFL operates

primarily in four stages: (1) Process transaction logs using Blockchain distributed ledger technology

(DLT). (2) Use a Blockchain smart contract to maintain the integrity of logs and establish a clear

chain of custody. (3) Validate all transaction logs. (4) Maintain transaction log immutability.

BCFL will also enhance and strengthen compliance with the European Union (EU) General Data

Protection Regulation (GDPR). The results from our single case study will demonstrate that BCFL

will mitigate the challenges and complexities faced by digital forensics investigators in acquiring

admissible digital evidence from the cloud ecosystem. Furthermore, an instantaneous performance

monitoring of the proposed Blockchain cloud forensic logging framework was evaluated. BCFL will

ensure trustworthiness, integrity, authenticity and non-repudiation of the log evidence in the cloud.
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1. Introduction

The affordability and straightforward approach to quickly deploy a network in a way that has

never realised before have attracted cybercriminals [1, 2]. The challenges faced by cloud forensic

investigators in acquiring digital evidence from a cloud platform such as Infrastructure as a service

(IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Software as a Service (SaaS) have been acknowledged by [3, 4].5

The Multi-tenancy, geo-location, political and legal issues have added to this [5, 3]. However, with

Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain, an investigator can easily verify the validity of the logs as Blockchain

transactions are encrypted and hashed with a timestamp and there is traceability of all transactions.

Forensic examiners need to acquire evidence from a cloud ecosystem that is tamperproof, free from

contamination and admissible before a court of law as acquired cloud evidence can prove quite10

troublesome due to its dynamic nature [6]. The landscape of cloud computing not only raises doubt

over where data are situated, but it also gives rise to confidentiality and regulatory compliance

problems. For instance, the EU GDPR that was introduced on 25th May 2018, requires that

businesses should comply in protecting personal data. However, such compliance issues have added

another layer of complexity in investigating and acquiring digital evidence from the cloud ecosystem,15

[7]. Blockchain technology provides auditable transaction logs, making legal disputes less likely and

simpler to settle. In an increasingly cloud-oriented society, the ability to identify, obtain, preserve,

and analyse potential digital evidence is increasingly essential, [8].

The first measure in the deployment of the experiment for this paper was the creation of a

cloud ecosystem in a virtual environment using Docker containerisation instead of virtual machines20

(VMs). Docker containerisation technology is more efficient compared to VM’s due to its capacity

for lightweight bandwidth usage [9]. Docker containers have revolutionised the software supply-

chain in small and big enterprises. Some authors have observed that no new technology has ever

before infiltrated the top 500 enterprises worldwide so swiftly, [10]. This virtual environment will

enable Blockchain Cloud Forensic Logging (BCFL) mechanisms to explore and verify how artefacts25

are preserved and secured in a Blockchain cloud ecosystem, both in transit and storage [11]. The

resulting findings will evaluate the need for using Blockchain to maintain and preserve log evidence

integrity in a cloud ecosystem. The key features of Blockchain, such as the distributed ledger, smart

contracts, encryption, hashing and immutability of data are aimed to ensure trustworthiness and log

evidence integrity in the cloud ecosystem. Blockchain uses its immutability mechanisms to preserve30

log entries even when the VM instance is deleted or rebooted in a cloud ecosystem.

35
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The drive of this paper is to accomplish the following objectives:

• To investigate how Blockchain technology can be integrated into the cloud ecosystem and its

security mechanisms used to maintain trustworthiness and transparency in the cloud ecosystem

establishing a way of communicating challenges between cloud customer, cloud service provider,

first responders, forensic investigators and system administrators.40

• To evaluate related work and the use of Blockchain consensus and smart contract mechanisms

to acquire logs in the cloud ecosystem.

The purpose of the experiments undertaken for this research was to provide information on

how cloud log evidence can be acquired, preserved and stored securely without being compromised

or tampered. It will follow a Design Science Methodology, then the designed architecture and45

framework. Secondly, a supply-chain scenario set up to investigate and answer all the above questions

using our hybrid visualised test environment. Elasticsearch, Kibana and logstach (ELK) were used

to capture real-time application and system performance metrics [12], [13]. Docker containerised

nodes were evaluated to ascertain how they would handle transaction logs in a Hyperledger Fabric

Blockchain environment.50

The contribution of this paper are summarised as follows:

• Using permissioned Blockchain to maintain tamperproof for evidence in the cloud ecosystem.

• Integrating permissioned Blockchain in the cloud ecosystem that enables evidence acquisition

that enhance GDPR compliance and maintain a secured chain of custody.

• Integrating Blockchain immutable, consensus and smart contract mechanisms that will secure55

acquired evidence admissibility.

• Using a BCFL framework to acquire digital evidence in the cloud ecosystem that establishes a

clear chain of custody and maintains evidence integrity without impacting business operations.

Motivation

Cloud service providers (CSPs) use their own log formats, and without a unified standard or60

structure, there is a possibility of contamination of log evidence both in transit and in storage

[14, 15, 16, 17]. CSPs have continued to look for a solution that can mitigate the ever-increasing

threats by implementing a logging system that can maintain digital evidence admissibility. It is

believed that with a resilient secure and trusted cloud ecosystem design with Blockchain forensic

logging capability that enables admissible digital evidence.65
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2. Related Work

Few studies have attempted to apply Blockchain cloud forensic methods to mitigate digital

forensic evidence acquisition complexities in the cloud ecosystem. This section introduces related

works from four different features: cloud forensic logging, cloud digital evidence integrity, Blockchain70

cloud forensic, and Blockchain distributed ledger technology logging mechanism.

2.1. Cloud forensic logging

[18] proposed a Forensic Monitoring Plane model designed to solve the challenges in investigating

the cloud ecosystem. A centralised server-based architecture that identifies and collects evidence

from a suspected malicious activity in the cloud ecosystem. However, according to ENISA 2011,75

“multi-tenant outsourced services typically cannot give access to the raw log data as it contains

records of multiple users and thus would compromise the privacy of other customers [19]. In addition,

[20] proposed detailed guidance that demonstrates cloud logging architecture with a set of analytical

guidelines adapted to suit all cloud platform services, enabling forensic investigators and operational

teams to be more efficient in cloud logging.80

2.2. Cloud digital evidence integrity

[16] proposed a Secure-Logging-as-a-Service ( SecLaaS) to enhance forensic investigation in the

cloud ecosystem that enable acquisition of admissible log evidence in the cloud. In addition the

solution is based on OpenStack that enable cloud forensic investigators to verify the integrity of

the acquired log evidence using proof of past log (PPL) and Log Chain (LC). Furthermore, [21]85

proposed to enhance the Blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS) with more components to support cloud

stakeholders. BaaS cloud is designed to leverage Blockchain cloud solutions to secure digital cloud

assets and enable businesses to adopt cloud Blockchain. The BaaS concept is similar to cloud

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) model, but with more enhanced features.

2.3. Blockchain cloud forensic90

Block4forensic is a framework based on vehicle-related digital evidence acquisition in post-

accident scenarios. The acquired evidence is used to reconstruct what happened during an accident

and identify who is at fault and evidence used to support the investigation. Block4forensic integrates

a vehicular public key infrastructure (VPKI). It uses a Blockchain distributed ledger mechanism to

enable storage of hashed data. At the same time, transaction details are stored in distributed ledgers95

as non-hashed data. [22]. Moreover, [23] proposed a Blockchain Interplanetary File System (Block-

IPFS) approach that facilitates traceability and improve data trustworthiness. It also enables a

secure distributed file-sharing mechanism using Blockchain and maintain data integrity, including

preserving the secure ownership of file transactions. [24] presents Forensic-Chain framework that
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uses permissioned Blockchain to maintain digital forensics evidence chain of custody. Forensic-Chain100

concept aims to maintain digital evidence integrity and secure acquisition process.

2.4. Blockchain distributed ledger technology logging mechanism

ProvChain mechanism, a framework that has the capability to collect, validate cloud data origin,

through embedding the source data into a Blockchain transaction. Provchain concept aims to extend105

Blockchain mechanisms to different use cases and verify data records. It can also be used for cloud

auditing and generating a Blockchain receipt for each data transaction. As Provchain is designed to

collect provenance data from a cloud, it also requires data mining, [25]. In addition, Block-DEF is a

digital forensic Blockchain-based framework used to store and preserve digital evidence information

in Blockchain. However, in this framework, Byzantine fault tolerance consensus mechanisms are110

adopted. Therefore, only evidence information is stored on Blockchain while the remaining evidence

are stored in a trusted platform. Furthermore, [26] build and deployed a permissioned Blockchain-

based log auditing infrastructure on-premise that maintains log evidence integrity. [27] proposed

a Block-DEF a Blockchain model designed to facilitate scalable Blockchain module. Block-DEF

concept aims to maintain tamper-proof evidence through a Blockchain name-based PBFT while115

ensuring maintenance of privacy, traceability and evidence integrity is achieved.

Cloud forensics investigation is viewed differently from traditional computer forensics as it in-

volves several administrative domains, extensive data replication, multi-tenancy and often operates

across various jurisdictions and lack of trust among cloud stakeholders [28, 29, 30]. In many court

cases, cloud adversaries go free as evidence presented before the court is not admissible [31, 32].120

The BCFL framework mitigates the high level of evidence contamination pathways (multi-

tenancy, geo-location, and cloud service-level agreement ) in the cloud. In addition, it acts as a

bridge that enables evidence acquisition that accomplish the GDPR compliance. In contrast to the

other related work, Provchain is based on permissionless Blockchain and required Blockchain miners125

to be paid for the validation of block authenticity. In contrast, BCFL is based on permissioned

Blockchain and does not require mining to facilitate its function of ensuring log evidence acquired

is admissible.

2.5. Comparison Table

Table 1 compared literature in cloud forensics, Blockchain cloud integration and how to improve130

digital evidence acquisition in the cloud ecosystem. The comparison table highlights a clear view of

the research gap in the area of cloud forensic logging.
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Table 1: Comparison of Using Blockchain to Secure Forensic Evidence in the Cloud Ecosystem
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[25] 3 - 3 3 3 - - 2017

[24] 3 3 3 3 3 - - 2019

[22] 3 3 3 3 3 - - 2018

[27] - 3 3 3 3 - - 2019

[26] - 3 3 3 3 - - 2018

[33] - - - - 3 - - 2020

[21] - 3 3 3 3 - 3 2019

[23] - 3 3 3 3 - - 2019

BCFL 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2021

2.6. Traditional and Cloud Forensic

Traditional digital forensic techniques may not be possible to capture and preserve evidence as135

the same in a cloud landscape [34]. According to [35] Blockchain transaction is stored with high

integrity, resiliency and trustworthiness that is tamperproof. Table 2 highlights the challenges in

traditional and cloud forensics processes. An experienced traditional forensic investigator may find it

challenging to carry out a forensic investigation in the cloud as the physical location of evidence could

be in a different country that does not have a standard legal electronic investigative framework. In an140

increased cloud-oriented society, the ability to identify, obtain, preserve, and analyse potential digital

evidence is valuable for business continuity and security. Distributed consensus, data consistency,

and immutability of processed transactions solve the challenges of cloud evidence admissibility.

Besides, these features can make it nearly impossible to alter learning records on the network [36].
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Table 2: Traditional and Cloud Forensics Comparison

Traditional Forensics Cloud Forensics

The electronic crime scene

can be easily identified.

The electronic crime scene is dif-

ficult to access as it is fragmented

in different geo-locations.

An organisation owns the

network infrastructure and

all its digital assets, includ-

ing managing system logs.

Digital assets, including logs, are

primarily owned by cloud service

providers (CSP).

Network devices retain their

logs and can be accessed by

system administrators.

Due to the on-demand nature

of the cloud, log evidence is

lost when the virtual machine is

deleted [37].

There are standard tools

used for digital forensic ac-

quisition.

There are no clearly defined stan-

dard tools used for digital foren-

sic acquisition in the cloud.

2.7. Cloud Computing145

Cloud computing is defined by the US National Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) as

“a model for enabling Businesses to share resources, on-demand network as access to a shared pool

of configurable computing resources, for instances networking components such as servers, storage,

applications, and services that can be swiftly deployed and connected with slight management input

or service provider interaction [38]”. In addition, of cloud deployment, NIST defines three cloud150

service models, known as the SPI model (SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS, software as a service, platform

as a service and infrastructure as a service respectively). Cloud technology separates application

and information resources from the fundamental infrastructure, and the mechanisms used to deliver

them.This increase availability and enables collaboration, agility, scaling, and offers the potential

for cost reduction. A vital element of cloud computing is its “multi-tenancy” capability, which is155

described as a “shared pool of resources” in the NIST definition [39], as will be further explained in

section 2.8.

In the presence of an untrusted host, some threats could compromise data security. An adversary

or insider can compromise a cloud network using payload such as man-in-the-middle or a distributed

denial of service attack (DDoS). A log tamperproof evidence approach is needed to mitigate the160

challenges faced by cloud forensics investigator. Acquiring log evidence from the cloud ecosystem

can be an uphill task for a digital forensic investigator as the nature of the cloud ecosystem could
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prove challenging to preserve the integrity of the acquired log evidence. It is clear that the current

digital forensics acquisition process in the cloud ecosystem is not working as a comprehensive new

approach is required.165

2.8. Cloud Multi-tenancy

As mentioned above a key component of cloud computing is its “multi-tenancy” capability, Multi-

tenancy can be defined as cloud service that support on-demand resources or applications by multiple

users[40]. This means that services cannot usually give access to raw log data as it contains records

of multiple users. They thus would compromise the privacy of other customers, [41]. Therefore,170

features inherent to clouds computing (storage) services such as multi-tenancy, data security, file

encryption, and communications encryption also need to be addressed as part of a digital forensics

investigation.

2.9. Blockchain

In 2009, a whitepaper called Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System was published by175

Satoshi Nakamoto to resolve the current challenges faced in the monetary market, with the main aim

to develop a technology that can allow electronic transactions from one party to another without

going through financial institutions. One of the significant challenges addressed was the double

method, which is used to avoid the double-spending (a unique problem with digital currency is the

risk of reproducing the same amount, even after spending). The idea of Bitcoin is to provide a180

digital currency that made it easier to solve the problem of double spending, and the technology

that facilitates this, is known as Blockchain [42, 28].

Blockchain structure can be described as an organisational structure where each department

(which are the blocks) has a defined project to work on, with start and end dates (the transaction).

The department then allocates these projects to individuals that work in a consensual manner where185

every effort is made to improve the performance of the organisation. Similarly, in a Blockchain

ecosystem, each block consists of a transaction that has a header, timestamp for forensic and digital

hashing that secure transaction. It also includes a reference that contains the information from

the previous block. Blockchain security mechanisms such as cryptographic, smart contract, hashing

and data immutability are building block of Blockchain structure in preserving the integrity of data190

both in transit and storage. This technology proved itself during the introduction of the Bitcoin

cryptocurrency as a permissionless Blockchain. It establishes trustworthiness between two strangers

to carry out a safe transaction without a central entity such as banks. The distributed ledger

mechanisms where specifically transactions are linked to each other, mainly through the Merkle

tree, as shown in Fig. 1.195

In a Blockchain technology design structure, the genesis block is the first block of the chain

and does not have any pointer to any other block in the chain as highlighted in Fig. 2. However,
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Blockchain Structure

Block 1 Header Block 2 Header Block 3 Header

Hash of the previous 
block header

Merkle root

Block 1 transaction

Hash of previous block 
header

Merkle root

Block 2 transaction

Hash of previous block 
header

Merkle root

Block 3 transaction

Fig. 1: The Block Structure of Blockchain Technology

Blockchain block structure depends on the type of Blockchain, and the data stored in the block. For

example, Permissioned and Permissionless Blockchain data storage in the block differ.

Merkle Root

H1234

HASH(H12 +H34)

H12

HASH(H1 +H2)

H1

HASH(TX1)

TX1

H2

HASH(TX2)

TX2

H34

HASH(H3 +H4)

H3

HASH(TX3)

TX3

H4

HASH(TX4)

TX4

Fig. 2: Blockchain Merkle tree

Blockchain is designed to ensure data immutability and secure transactions in mind, and the200

capability to distribute data through a consensus mechanism. To achieve this, it uses the Merkle

tree, which is a cryptographic hashing tree mechanism used by Blockchain to ensure that data block

of every leaf node is hashed and verified [25, 43].2 captures the high level structure of the Blockchain

Merkle tree, which uses a hashing function such as MD5, SHA-3, SHA-256 and mathematical algo-

rithm which take an input and provide unique output.205

Each non-leaf node in the hierarchical structure is categorised with a hash and digital signature

of the child node as its input. The cryptography hash function is designed to take any input data

and produces an output built on the algorithm in use that has changed fixed length. The output

hash function is always a string value that is programmed in Java, Python or Go language, for
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instance, the SHA256 hash is a 256-bit 32byte string of the input data. The Merkle tree structure210

enables Blockchain to maintain the integrity and confidentiality of all the data processes and trans-

action between nodes in the ecosystem. It permits Blockchain participants to remove a leaf that is

considered private, but, maintains the hash algorithm, thus preserving the integrity of the tree.

The European agency for network and information security (ENISA) has highlighted possible

vulnerabilities in a permissionless Blockchain that might compromise data integrity during stor-215

age. They advise organisations within the European Union to consider the data confidentiality and

integrity in a permissionless Blockchain ecosystem.

One of the most complex challenges in applying the GDPR regarding digital forensic acquisition

in the cloud ecosystem is the underlying IT systems abide by the concept of the principle of privacy

by Design(Art.25 GDPR) [44]. This stipulates that privacy should be promoted as a default setting220

for all IT hardware and software. This adds another layer of complexity in acquiring admissible

tamperproof evidence from any digital device that maintains a healthy evidence chain of custody

throughout the investigation process. The Blockchain Cloud Forensic Logging (BCFL) will preserve

the integrity of acquired log evidence in the cloud ecosystem and mitigate the GDPR challenges

faced by cloud forensic investigators within the European Union.225

3. DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (DSRM)

In our approach to the research problem, we adopted the Design Science Research Methodology

(DSRM) of [45] and adapted it to suit a Blockchain cloud forensic logging environment that enables

admissible evidence acquisition in the cloud ecosystem, as shown Fig.3. The DSRM is a model

developed by [46] is a research design methodology which aims to produce of original new and real230

knowledge [47]. It consists of the output of an artefact, which in computer science research could

be output in the form of an adaptation, invention, improvement, or routine design [48]. For the

investigative activity, it is vital to be familiar with the knowledge context of the Design Science

Research Methodology as it establishes the novelty of this paper. In our DSRM design, an initial

phase is to set up a test environment that integrates Blockchain into the cloud ecosystem to simulate235

an experiment in a VMware virtualised environment. VMware workstation 15.0 was used to simulate

a cloud environment that hosts a guest Linux Ubuntu 20.04 operating system. It was considered that

running experiment on VMware application instead of Microsoft Azure, or Amazon Web Services

(AWS) platform would enable us to get accurate final log artefacts experimental result as it is

challenging to request log information from the cloud ISP’s.240

Next, the decentralised ledger provides auditable transaction logs that maintain a high level of

evidence, integrity and immutability. The investigators can inspect all log transaction in the BCFL

network terminal, which list the connections to the chaincode on the peer with timestamps. In

the social context of the DSRM, the Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain Cloud framework is used to
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Stakeholders

Cloud End-User, 
Cloud Service Provider, 

Forensic Examiner
Organisation 

Government Agencies

Blockchain Cloud 

Platform as a Service
Middleware

 Distributed ledger 
Smart contract
 Immutability

Trustworthiness
 

Knowledge context

Digital forensics acquisition in cloud. Current cloud security challenges, Virtualisation and 
cloud design theories.

Investigation

Multi-tenancy, Geo-location, 
Access to logs, Acquisition, 

Chain of custody, Service level 
agreement, Trust, and 

Complexity of testimony   

Design Science

Investigating
Current Challenges

Solving problems
Mitigating challenges

Known anwsers
knowledge question

Funding
Technical 

Design

BCFL Design Science Methodology

Artefacts

Peer logs
CouchDB logs

Transaction logs

Fig. 3: BCFL Design Science Methodology
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secure logs evidence that is tamperproof and admissible in the court of law, which represents the245

goals of the stakeholders. The method preserves log evidence integrity, trust and availability in the

cloud ecosystem and secures the evidence throughout the investigation life circle. The stakeholder

provides funding to achieve the goal of the investigation. The investigative box of the methodology,

captures all the challenges faced by cloud forensics investigators in acquiring admissible log evidence

in the cloud ecosystem. The knowledge context section is the main contribution of the paper, where250

we propose a Blockchain cloud Forensics Logging framework to solve the challenges. In addition,

the BCFL section is the proposed framework that uses Blockchain mechanisms to answer and solve

the cloud digital forensic acquisition challenges. The difficulties in acquiring admissible evidence in

the Cloud ecosystem are immensely challenging apart from factors such as multi-tenancy; however,

geopolitics add to this complexity as well. The main advantage of DSRM is that it can correct255

defects during the design and testing phase of our framework. The Artefacts section are where

all the admissible logs can be accessible by the forensic investigator, cloud service providers and

customer with user rights. Finally, stakeholder’s section addresses the design goals and budgetary

issues.

Methodology Comparison260

In Table 3, we compare different methodologies with our design science research methodology

that enables cloud forensic investigators to acquire admissible log evidence from the cloud ecosys-

tem. In addition to this, it is problematic to maintain evidence chain of custody in the cloud due to

lack of trustworthiness among cloud actors and the designed nature of cloud as highlighted by the

NIST Cloud Computing Forensic Science Working Group (NCC FSWG). Furthermore, the nature265

of the cloud hypervisors has made it complicated for log evidence to be admissible in the cloud

ecosystem that stakeholder will rely on. The BCFL framework provides log transparency, trustwor-

thiness among the cloud actors. This was achieved by using the distributed ledger mechanisms of

Blockchain, the immutability of its logs and smart contract to preserve log evidence integrity and

maintain chain of custody through out the investigation process. In the current cloud ecosystem, the270

forensic investigator depends upon the cloud service providers (CSP) for access to logs. There are no

approved standards of approach that can validate logs provided by the CSP’s which unfortunately

calls into question the integrity of the logs, even when the provided logs have valuable information,

it should be admissible [16].

275
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Table 3: Mitigating Digital Evidence Challenges in the Cloud Methodology Comparison

Contributions Methods
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[25] Provchain:A Blockchain-

based data provenance

architecture

3 3 3 - 3 - 2017

[49] Semantic-based methodol-

ogy for digital forensics

analysis.

- 3 - 3 - - 2020

[50] Blockchain-based lawful ev-

idence management

3 3 - - 3 - 2020

[16] Forensics enabled cloud

through secure logging-as-

a-service

- 3 - - 3 3 2015

BCFL A DSRM Blockchain Cloud

Forensic Logging Method

3 3 3 3 3 3 2020
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DSRM Activity Theory Design and Development Stages

Fig. 4 shows the design and development stage of the simulation of the Blockchain cloud ecosys-

tem. The first stage enables trustworthiness and transaction log integrity through the application280

of Blockchain distributed ledger technology. The fabric provides channel mechanisms that support

and facilitate a more secure cloud ecosystem. The second stage is the creation of a smart contract

or chaincode that enables only authorised members with that contract to have access to application

or logs. The third stage is the deployment of the supply chain smart contract to all peers, and

each peer then maintains a copy of the distributed ledger. This enables a more balanced agreement285

between cloud service providers and cloud customers. The fourth stage sees the initialisation of the

1. Simulate a Blockchain Cloud 
forensics logging environment 

2. Create a chaincode and join 
peers in the orgs to the  supply 

chain network

3. Install supply chain network 
chaincode on the peers

4. Initialise supply chain 
network chaincode on the 

channel

a. Invoke supply chain chaincode

b. Query supply chain chaincode

c. Acquire peer and transaction logs 

BCFL Design Science Research Methodology supply chain 
case study scenario deployment steps  

Distributed ledger

6. Results and final log 
artefacts

- Transaction log
- Immutable logs

-Secure logs
-admissible log Step 5

Fig. 4: Design and Development Phase For Simulated BCFL DSRM

smart contract on the channel mechanisms that enable and maintain transaction log integrity and

its immutability. The distributed ledger in the fifth stage is used to invoke and query the chaincode.

It uses its chain of blocks to provide another layer of security through consensus mechanisms that

facilitate transparency and trustworthiness. Final stage, is where the transaction is sent to the smart290

contract to update the ledger, which is an invocation. It also reads the current state of the ledger,

known as the query, as this will support and facilitate the acquisition of admissible log evidence in

the cloud ecosystem.

295
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300

3.1. Log Evidence Investigation Processes

System logs are an essential source of digital evidence which are accessible by digital forensic

investigators in traditional networks. However, accessing these is more challenging in the cloud

ecosystem due to lack of ownership or full user right between the cloud Service Providers (CSP), and

cloud customers, which this has led to a lack of transparency, trust in and integrity of log evidence305

[17], [51]. The different types of log evidence from application logs, to system security logs and

audit logs, play a crucial role as evidence sources. For example, the system security logs can aid the

investigator in reconstructing the crime scene and identifying the particular suspect who took action

on a precise system with timestamps. Application logs record activity created by the applications

along with errors, warnings and other functional faults of the applications. Another complexity in310

acquiring digital evidence from a cloud ecosystem could arise from the cloud’s architectural design.

For instance, the investigators need ascertained imaging and chain of custody of evidence from

the hypervisor or virtual machine layer. To acquire more information on service errors, one can easily

browse log files for clues involving the specific request ID. However, If the VM is ever shutdown, then

the entire system, including logs, can also be destroyed and never recovered [52]. Forensics investi-315

gators use a process to acquire digital evidence from a network by securing the crime scene such as

the compromised computer or network. They then make copies of logs, disks, other digital artefacts,

and access logs as needed to support or refute the supposed criminal activity. They finally provide

authenticated copies of full logs to the requesting attorneys or law enforcement agencies as required.

Moreover, in the UK, they must adhere to the four principles of the association of chief police officer320

(ACPO) [53] digital forensic investigation guide. As explained above, the different architecture of

cloud technology poses challenges to these processes, but Blockchain has emerged as a technology

to mitigate these challenges. This is due to its ability to As demonstrated by immutability, and

integrity of data in which a record of transactions made in Blockchain ecosystem are maintained

across several distributed nodes linked in a peer-to-peer network, [54]. Fig. 5 demonstrates how325

BCFL logging can be adapted in the current cloud forensic evidence acquisition process to solve the

challenges faced by cloud forensics investigators. This is accomplished by using Blockchain distri-

bution ledger mechanisms to eliminate the geo-location, multi-tenancy, and political challenges that

add layers of complexity in acquiring digital evidence in the cloud ecosystem.

330
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4. Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is a Permissioned Blockchain which was designed around some essential

elements and use cases that were seen as vital for organisational users. As highlighted in Table 4,

the centre of the design is the ledger, which holds sets of transaction blocks. A transaction can be335

defined as the fundamental mechanisms that update the current status of the Blockchain. In turn,

the transaction mechanism is facilitated by smart contract program codes installed on the Blockchain

known as Chaincode [55]. It is vital to understand how the blocks and transactions are formed.

In the formation, each block is arranged in a sequence and made up of established transactions

that enables secure transactions and trust. The transactions are then stored in a precise, controlled340

series.This is in contrast to Permissionless Blockchain, where the creation of the transaction and

the sequence is given and not primarily done at the same time or on the same computer. This is

because the ordering and the execution of transactions are separated. One of the essential points to

note in the permissioned Blockchain technology is the formation of its transaction block mechanisms.

Blockchain blocks are sequentially organised in a way such that each of the blocks has the transaction345

details of the block before it and also to enable systematic storage of all transactions. In Hyperledger

Fabric, the computers being used to operate the Blockchain can run in three different modes (node

types):

Client: The primary function of the client application in the Hyperledger Fabric ecosystem is to

ensure and maintain the notification mechanisms of all the blocks that are added to the Blockchain350

ledger. It also ensures all the peers and participants in the ecosystem systematically have this

information.

Peer: The primary function of the peer is to indicate the communication status of the Blockchain

ledger and also facilitate all transaction and manages the chaincode algorithm and, most, importantly

it maintains the communication status of all the participants and peers in the Blockchain ecosystem.355
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The peer can frequently act as a committer, execute a transaction or even verify the endorsement

and authenticate the transaction. Thus, the peer is a fundamental mode of the Hyperledger Fabric

as it manages all events and presents these events to all participants in the Blockchain ecosystem.

Orderer: The primary function of the ordering service is to ensure all transactions reach the

peers, by arranging all Blockchain transactions into the block and shipping them to peers. One360

can say it is the backbone of the Blockchain network as it manages transactions for the peers

and application and sets up authentication policies for the reader, writers, and admin to ensure a

secure pathway of communication. Again, one of its most important functions is the management

of the pluggable trust engine, for example, the byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) as it facilitates their

transactions.365

Table 4: Hyperledger Fabric Business Blockchain Components

Blockchain Com-

ponent

Core Functions and Responsibilities

Shared Ledger A Permissionless Blockchain such as that used in Bitcoin

enables transaction visibility by replicating a shared copy

of the transaction to all participants.

Smart Contract In a Blockchain ecosystem the smart contract or chaincode

is a programmed business agreement, embedded with the

transaction record and executed with the rule defined by

the business.

Privacy Cryptography is used to maintain a secure transaction in

the Blockchain ecosystem. It facilitates secure authentica-

tion and verification of all transactions. To maintain data

privacy and security in the Blockchain, immutability, end-

point visibility and tamper-poof logging mechanisms are

incorporated.

Trust Blockchain establishes a trust mechanism by adding the

ledger with appropriate confidentiality and ensures that all

participants, transactions and assets are verifiable. It also

maintains an immutable transaction audit trail of all events

as trust is essential in any Blockchain ecosystem.

Fabric Certificate Authority (CA): This authority is vital to facilitates Public Key In-

frastructure (PKI-based) certificates to Hyperledger Fabric network participants and supports the

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) secure authentication and Hardware Security Mod-
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ule (HSM). It uses the root CA to provide a secure enrolment mechanism for all participants in the

permissioned Blockchain ecosystem.370

4.1. Blockchain Cloud Forensic Logging Framework

The Hyperledger Fabric supports the concept of a channel, which is a separate Blockchain which

enables a secret transaction. For example, the channel mechanisms in Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain

will mitigate the problem of multi-tenancy in the current cloud ecosystem. Each Fabric client can

be deployed to utilise a different communication channel in the cloud ecosystem, as demonstrated375

in the framework shown in Fig. 6.

The distributed ledger mechanisms play an indispensable role in resolving the current challenges

faced by forensic investigators in acquiring digital evidence in the Cloud ecosystem. This is because

of the use of peers, each of whom stores an immutable copy of the ledger, which enhances transac-

tion data integrity, immutability and trustworthiness at all times throughout the transaction circle.380

Another essential component of Hyperledger Fabric architecture is the chaincode.
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Fig. 6: BCFL Framework

Chaincode implements a business logic, which enables good communication between all the

parties in our BCFL environment. The functionality is entrusted to client requests to invoke a

transaction, provided they possess the correct Fabric membership service certificate [56]. However,

chaincode runs as an autonomous operation in the designed docker containerisation BCFL environ-385

ment, inaccessible by the other mechanisms of the Fabric network.
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The endorsing Fabric peer manages the lifetime of the chaincode and the transaction requests

[55]. In response to client requests, the chaincode queries and updates the ledger, and generates a

transaction proposal using the Fabric SDK to the BCFL Blockchain cloud network. The endorser

validates the transaction and sends it back to the Fabric client with the signature and together390

with the read-write record of the block is sent, which includes all the records of the read-write

of the operation which complete the validation, [55]. It also includes all the Blockchain records

that were read or written during the transaction’s execution. When the Fabric client accumulates

enough transactions, it can then forward them to the orderer. The orderer verifies the endorsement

if successful it then sends it to the peers. The peers view all the latest proceedings and make a395

decision on which ones are valid to add to our BCFL. Finally, it informs all the Fabric clients the

current outcome of their proceedings, and if there is sufficient endorsement, the transaction is added

onto the BCFL Blockchain cloud network.

In addition, due to Fabric’s decentralised architecture, the categorisation of transaction’s execu-

tion can be governed and committed differently in the different Fabric components which include the400

endorsers, orderers, and committees, which in turn brings in a timestamp between the deliberation

and the assurance of the transaction, within which critical collision can happen. Fig.7 demonstrates

how Blockchain technology support secure logging and provides trustworthiness and immutability

of log evidence by using the distribution ledger mechanisms through a smart contract. These are

facilitated through peer to peer (P2P) and consensus mechanisms that enhance the admissibility of405

log evidence.

Nodes

Trustworthiness

Immutable

Logs

ConsensusSmart Contract

Distribution Ledger

Fig. 7: Blockchain Trustworthiness

4.2. Participants Interaction with BCFL

Participants constitute one of the original core event components that interact with the Hy-

perledger Fabric Blockchain. On the current cloud ecosystem, participants are the same as cloud

customers, who rate a particular service from the cloud service providers. In the case of Blockchain,410
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the architecture participants play a specific part in the network as they control the most data. Even

so, in our case, BCFL participants might be unaware that they are interacting with our BCFL

Blockchain cloud network.

The members of the supply-chain interact with the Blockchain through Fabric SDK and use

the HTTP protocol to access the BCFL resource. Critically, they are doing so on behalf of their415

organisations as they are the agents of the organisations. Likewise, when it comes to system and

device participants, it is unlikely that devices will host a copy of the Blockchain ledger. In this

way, devices are a little more like individual participants. Blockchain participants have solved the

current problem of the provider service level agreement, which was a unilateral agreement that

does not protect the interest of the current cloud customers. However, the Hyperledger Fabric420

membership service agreement has solved this problem as each member of the network has equal

right through a distributed ledger mechanism.

The current supply-chain cloud ecosystem has faced challenges in the area of trust, transparency,

data integrity, traceability of order and shipment [57], [58]. The different actors that makeup supply-

chain from the raw material, supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer and the customer have425

found it challenging to establish trust between their different domains in the current cloud ecosystem

as highlighted in Fig. 8. These have led to a lack of confidence in order processes as each actor is

protecting their trade secrets because the current system can not provide trust and transparency.

Clear visibility of the supply-chain ecosystem is needed to maintain data integrity and transparency

across all the domains, and the BCFL Blockchain framework will solve this problem when a cyber430

incident occurs. It is essential for an organisation to have a forensics readiness plan in place to

investigate an incident and bring the adversary to justice, [26]. For example, a media report has

highlighted that the United States (US) retail food giant Walmart have launched Hyperledger Fabric

Blockchain food retail ecosystem to facilitate traceability of food items [59].

1. Raw Material 3. Factory

2. Supplier

4. Distribution

5. Retail 6. Customer

Fig. 8: BCFL Supply-Chain

As Blockchain offers data immutability and historic log recovery, our BCFL will maintain the435

endpoint visibility and real-time forensic log monitoring that can be used as admissible digital log

evidence. Hyperledger Fabric Permissioned Blockchain’s decentralisation capability enables real-time
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tracking of orders and, shipments, while eliminating duplicate data entries and human error.

Algorithm

The Hyperledger composer REST server was used to facilitate an endpoint API that interacts440

with the BCFL ecosystem. This enables an authorised client to have access to BCFL Cloud resources

through a secure REST server endpoint Application Program Interface (API). It also ensures trans-

action integrity through a signed certificate. As demonstrated on the BCFL Pseudo Code RESTFUL

Server Algorithm 1, a successful client authentication generates code 200 while unsuccessful client

authentication on the system will throw up a 401 code error.445

Algorithm 1: Pseudo Code for BCFL RESTFUL Server Algorithm

Data: Connect to composer REST Server (s)

//submit a GET request

Result: generate = httpRequest.send(”GET”,locathost:3000);

if generate.code = = 200 then
Successful system authentication

else

(generate.code s = 401)

Server authorisation error

Update Hyperledger Fabric chaincode

end

Simulating the BCFL Environment

The virtualised hybrid lab was designed, built and deployed on a Window 10 enterprise operative450

system, 64-bit with 1TB HDD and 32GB RAM. The first step taken in this deployment was to login

in the Window 10 operative system (OS) as a system administrator. Following that, the directory

containing the downloaded installer file was selected from the Window start menu. Further admin-

istrative right permission was granted to install the VMware workstation 15.0, and software license

agreement was accepted, and the installation directory was specified. All the default steps were then455

taken to the end. This installation process was carried out to mimic a cloud ecosystem that will

enable us to perform the research experiment. Google, Amazon or IBM cloud infrastructures would

not fit the purpose of this experiment as there are limitations such as firewall rules and user service

level agreements that need to be adhered to. After installing Linux Ubuntu 20.04 in the virtual en-

vironment, we then continued with the installation of Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain locally on the460

virtualised Ubuntu 20.04. The following computer resources were allocated to the virtual Ubuntu

OS, 32GB RAM and 500GB HDD from the Microsoft Window 10 host operating system (OS).

The computer resources should be sufficient to run the Hyperledger Fabric and Docker components
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on top of the Ubuntu virtual machine (VM). Meanwhile, we downloaded all the prerequisites for

Hyperledger Fabric installation after which the chaincode, smart contracts, other programs such as465

logic.js and Docker.yaml were all programmed and configured.

4.3. BCFL Single-case mechanism experiments Scenario

Single-case mechanism experiments enable simulation of the scenario presented by a model of

Blockchain cloud context. The experiment was conducted in a virtual lab environment, as earlier

mentioned 4.2. The scenario was simulated to capture and observe the mechanisms, evaluate, draw470

conclusions and view test results as demonstrated in the next section.

Scenario

Alice is the director of Tag Shop in a thriving high street chain with excellent online visibility.

Tag Shop is running a Hyperledger Fabric Blockchain network and has VMs workstation and server

rented from the cloud service provider (CSP) for day to day running of the business. However,475

Tag Shop just hired a new system administrator called Bob, whose responsibility is to maintain the

system and update applications when necessary. During a system update, Bob accidentally deleted

a week’s worth of transactions and one VM. This incident had negatively impacted Alice’s business

in terms of profit and reputation. Consequently, Alice hired a digital forensic company (ACMD

Ltd) to investigate and recover all transactions on the deleted VM. Analysing the Blockchain logs,480

forensic investigators were able to reconstruct how the incident happened. The forensic investigators

looked at the following steps to solve the case:

Digital Forensic Investigation and Result: In forensics it is vital to maintain data and

evidence integrity at all times. The investigation in this scenario establishes that Hyperledger

Fabric Blockchain uses hashing, encryption and immutability to maintain log evidence integrity and485

preserve the chain of custody.

In a cloud ecosystem defining and securing the digital crime scene, it could be problematic due to

the multi-tenancy, geo-locality and GDPR compliance. However, as shown on the acquired digital

log evidence in Fig. 9, the Hyperledger chaincode maintains a secured accurate and immutable

timestamp. All Bob’s transaction entries ID’s were acquired by Alice’s hired forensic investigators490

as highlighted on the evidence snapshot. The acquired digital log evidence also highlights BCFL’s

a capability to enabling effective traceability to forensic readiness mechanisms in the supply-chain

ecosystem.

495
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Acquired Log Evidence

2020-06-14T10:13:16.936Z DEBUG    :Engine                   :invoke()                  < 
[{"$class":"org.supplychain.network.Product","productId":"205","producttype":"Fancysport","size":"MEDIUM","descri
ption":"Fleece","quantity":10,"unitPrice":25,"totalPrice":250,"owner":"resource:org.hyperledger.composer.system.Par
ticipant#MA","issuer":"resource:org.hyperledger.composer.system.Participant#Tagshop"},{"$class":"org.supplychain.n
etwork.Product","productId":"350","producttype":"Oxigen","size":"LARGE","description":"TShirt","quantity":15,"unitP
rice":25,"totalPrice":375,"owner":"resource:org.hyperledger.composer.system.Participant#Jenny","issuer":"resource:o
rg.hyperledger.composer.system.Participant#Tagshop"},{"$class":"org.supplychain.network.Product","productId":"453
45","producttype":"Men'sTShirt","size":"MEDIUM","description":"TShirt","quantity":2,"unitPrice":40,"totalPrice":80,"
owner":"resource:org.hyperledger.composer.system.Participant#bob","issuer":"resource:org.hyperledger.composer.sy
stem.Participant#tagshop"}]

Timestamp

Deleted Product 
Details Captured by 

the Blockchain

Bob s Login CapturedCaptured Item 
prices

Tagshop entry Identified
 

Fig. 9: BCFL Supply-Chain Case-study Log Evidence

4.4. Digital Forensic Investigation500

Evidence Preservation and Chain of Custody: Throughout the investigation, the chain of

custody was maintained. The most important part of the investigation is how BCFL enables a log

filtering mechanism that facilitates real-time evidence acquisition that does not interfere with the

daily running of Tag Shop’s business operations. In the Tag Shop case Table 5 highlights the chain

of custody and how it was maintained throughout the investigation process by ACMD Ltd. Even505

when the investigation is over and evidence destroyed or returned, an entry will still be made on the

chain of custody form to identify all actions taken by investigators. ACMD also included the chain

of custody entries in their report which highlights all log evidence that was acquired as part of evi-

dence reconstruction and admissibility. Thus, the case study has proven that integrating Blockchain

in the cloud ecosystem will mitigate many of the challenges faced by digital forensic investigators510

and police first responders in ensuring the admissibility of digital evidence from the cloud ecosystem.
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Table 5: BCFL Framework Scenario: CHAIN OF CUSTODY

Tracking

No:

Date/Time:From: TO: Reason:

1 Date:14-

06-20

Time:10:13

am

ACMD Ltd

John Smith

Signature N/A

Name Org: Jo

Brown /ACMD

Ltd. Signature

J.Brown

Log Evidence Seizure

from Tagshop Cloud

Blockchain Network

2 Date:14-

06-20

Time:10:40

am

Mark John-

son/ACMD

Ltd Signature

M.Johnson

Name ON: Ev-

idence locker/

ACMD Signature

N/A

ACMD Cloud Blockchain

Secure Storage

4.5. Performance Metrics

Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana (ELK) is open source software used for real-time system

monitoring and components system application performance monitoring as shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11,515

and Fig. 12. The integration of ELK into our framework supports real-time performance monitoring

and analysis. It has a data channel or pipeline mechanism that processes data from multiple end

nodes simultaneously, transforms it and forwards it to Elasticsearch for further processing.

Kibana visualisation dashboard gives us a holistic performance view of the CPU and memory

usage in a graphical format. EKL performance measurement technology has, therefore facilitated520

our framework. For example, if any peer or node in our BCFL goes down, the system administrator

can activate the forensic readiness plan and respond to the cyber incident in real-time. A vital

element of the incident response plan is the use of escalation procedures. The monitoring of average

throughput performance metrics enables a more unobstructed view of how the send transaction rates

are recorded in second and minutes.525

Transaction send Rate vs Average Throughput (bits/s) 

Fig. 10: Transaction Rate Throughput
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Transaction Transmission Rate (tps vs tpm)

Fig. 11: Transaction Rate tps

Transaction send rate vs Average Latency

Fig. 12: Transaction Rate tps vs Latency

5. Conclusion and Future work

Cloud computing offers customers on-demand shared resources in a virtual environment where

human intervention is highly limited with benefits such as cost efficiency, scalability, agility, con-

venience and elasticity. However, this comes with risk, threats and challenges identified by cloud

stakeholders, have been exploited by cybercriminals, and which, in turn, add another layer of com-530

plexity in the cloud forensic investigations. With the involvement of cloud computing as many

organisations have adopted the technology, there is a need to define a forensic process technique

suited for a cloud ecosystem which can create trustworthiness and preserve log evidence integrity

both on transit and in storage in the cloud ecosystem. We propose that a sound Blockchain cloud as

a service platform incorporating our BCFL, will resolve difficulties in cloud forensic investigation and535

will support the investigator, including administrator in real-time forensic analysis. In our BCFL

framework, we establish how participants interact with the assets, then understand how transaction

logs can be used as forensic evidence in the Blockchain cloud ecosystem. Little attention has been

paid to GDPR compliance where the cyber incident first responders, such as law enforcement agen-
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cies tread carefully in securing the crime scene and maintain chain of custody and also have GDPR540

compliance to deal with in order to avoid contamination of digital evidence. In this paper, we have

provided a BCFL methodology and framework that will mitigate the challenges faced by the digital

forensic investigators in acquiring admissible log evidence from the cloud ecosystem.

The Future work will focus on developing an innovative framework that integrates Blockchain and

Artificial intelligence (AI) in the cloud ecosystem to enhance digital forensic investigation, system545

monitoring, endpoint visibility and traceability.
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